
A Lesson on Slavery From a Colebrook Schoolbook

In the archives of the Colebrook Historical Society are many volumes covering a 
plethora of subjects.  In a small leather-bound volume entitled “The Columbian Orator” 
that once belonged to Colebrook student Hiram Wakefield, is to be found a chapter 
entitled “Dialogue Between a Master and a Slave”.  This is particularly interesting 
because the preface to the volume is dated May 17, 1797, and this particular edition is 
dated 1811.  Here is the text of a schoolbook used in the Southwest School over a half 
century prior to the end of slavery in this country:

Master:  “Now, villain! What have you to say for this second attempt to run 
away?  Is there any punishment that you do not deserve?

Slave:  “I well know that nothing I can say will avail.  I submit to my fate.
Master: “But are you not a base fellow, a hardened and ungrateful rascal?
Slave:  I am a slave.  That is answer enough.
Master:  I am not content with that answer.  I thought I discerned in you some 

tokens of a mind superior to your condition.  I treated you accordingly.  You have been 
comfortably fed and lodged, not overworked, and attended with the most humane care 
when you were sick.  And is this the return? 

Slave:  Since you condescend to talk with me, as man to man, I will reply.  What 
have you done, what can you do for me, that will compensate for the liberty which you 
have taken away?

Master:  I did not take it away.  You were a slave when I fairly purchased you.
Slave:  Did I give my consent to the purchase?
Master:  You had no consent to give.  You had already lost the right of disposing 

of yourself.
Slave:  I had lost the power, but how the right?  I was treacherously kidnapped in 

my own country, when following an honest occupation.  I was put in chains, sold to one 
of your countrymen, carried by force on board his ship, brought hither, and exposed to 
sale like a beast in the market, where you bought me.  What step in all this progress of 
violence and injustice can give a right?  Was it in the villain who stole me, in the slave-
merchant who tempted him to do so, or in you who encouraged the slave-merchant to 
bring his cargo of human cattle to cultivate your lands?

Master:  It is the order of Providence that one man should become subservient to 
another.  It ever has been so, and ever will be.  I found the custom, and did not make it.

Slave:  You cannot but be sensible, that the robber who puts a pistol to your breast 
may make just the same plea.  Providence gives him a power over your life and property; 
it gives my enemies a power over my liberty.  But it has also given me legs to escape 
with; and what should prevent me from using them?  Nay, what should restrain me from 
retaliating the wrongs I have suffered, if a favorable occasion should offer?

Master:  Gratitude!  I repeat, gratitude!  Have I not endeavored ever since I 
possessed you to alleviate your misfortunes by kind treatment?  And does that confer no 
obligation?  Consider how much worse your condition might have been under another 
master.

Slave:  You have done nothing for me more than for your working cattle.  Are 
they not well fed and tended?  Do you work them harder than your slaves?  Is not the rule 
of treating both designed only for your own advantage?  You treat both your men and 



beast slaves better than some of your neighbors, because you are more prudent and 
wealthy than they.

Master:  You might add, more humane too.
Slave:  Humane!  Does it deserve that appellation to keep your fellow men in 

forced subjection, deprived of all exercise of their free will, liable to all the injuries that 
your own caprice, or the brutality of your overseers, may heap on them, and devoted, soul 
and body, only to your pleasure and emolument?  Can gratitude take place between 
creatures in such a state, and the tyrant who holds them in it?  Look at these limbs; are 
they not those of a man?  Think that I have the spirit of a man too.

Master:  But it was my intention not only to make your life tolerably comfortable 
at present, but also to provide for you in your old age.

Slave:  Alas! Is a life like mine, torn from country, friends and all I held dear, and 
compelled to toil under the burning sun for a master, worth thinking about for old age? 
No; the sooner it ends, the sooner I shall obtain that relief for which my soul pants.

Master:  Is it impossible then to hold you by any ties but those of constraint and 
severity?

Slave:  It is impossible to make one, who has felt the value of freedom, acquiesce 
in being a slave.

Master:  Suppose I were to restore you to your liberty, would you recon that a 
favor”

Slave:  The greatest; for although it would only be undoing a wrong, I know too 
well how few among mankind are capable of sacrificing interest to justice, not to prize 
the exertion when it is made.

Master:  I do it then; be free.
Slave:  Now I am indeed your servant, though not your slave.  And as the first 

return I can make for your kindness, I will tell you freely the condition in which you live. 
You are surrounded with implacable foes, who long for a safe opportunity to revenge 
upon you and the other planters all the miseries they have endured.  The more generous 
their natures, the more indignant they feel against that cruel injustice which has dragged 
them hither, and doomed them to perpetual servitude.  You can rely on no kindness on 
your part, to soften the obduracy of their resentment.  You have reduced them to the state 
of brute beasts; and if they have not the stupidity of beasts of burden, they must have the 
ferocity of beasts of prey.  Superior force alone can give you security.  As soon as that 
fails, you are at the mercy of the merciless.  Such is the social bond between master and 
slave!”

As you can see, this is written in the form of dialogue to be spoken in class.  It 
should come as no surprise that the citizens of these Southern New England states 
became involved with the underground railroad that developed in the 1840s through the 
early 1860s.  These same students who were shaped by texts such as “The Columbian 
Orator” opened their homes to escaping slaves and their children answered President 
Lincoln’s call to arms in the war that was to free this country from the evils of slavery.
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